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Summary 
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) compiled, characterized, and evaluated the 
inclusion of distribution wind in a number of modeling and simulation tools for the U.S. 
Department of Energy (DOE) Microgrids, Infrastructure Resilience, and Advanced Controls 
Launchpad (MIRACL) project. This work also benefits the international community participating 
in International Energy Agency (IEA) Wind Task 41: Enabling Wind to Contribute to a 
Distributed Energy Future. Tools were assessed based on a survey of publicly available and 
readily accessible information. The evaluation approach, methodology, key takeaways, and next 
steps are presented below, and the evaluation table is attached to this PDF.   

1.0 Background 
The objective of the DOE multi-national laboratory MIRACL project is to improve wind’s 
capabilities as a distributed energy resource (DER) in microgrids and distribution networks 
through improved valuation, cybersecurity, resilience, and controls. 

As part of the MIRACL project, PNNL evaluated the inclusion of wind in DER modeling and 
simulation tools. This evaluation has informed an ongoing effort to modernize existing tools. 
This modernization will be achieved both directly by working with developers of some tools and 
indirectly by providing future best practice guides on how different types of tools could enhance 
certain modeling features to improve distributed wind’s representation and valuation. 

The assessment of how distributed wind is represented in modeling and simulation tools also 
supports the IEA Wind Task 41 Work Plan. The focus of Work Package (WP) 3 in the Task 41 
Work Plan is to “expand learning and support of the integration of distributed wind into evolving 
electricity systems.” Deliverable 14 in WP3 is “based on initial work completed in the United 
States, review how distributed wind is modelled in distributed grid and microgrid systems, the 
availability of design tools and models, and an assessment of the modeling methods used for 
wind energy.” The tool evaluation performed for the MIRACL project represents the initial work 
completed in the United States. 

2.0 Methodology 
Many user-facing distribution modeling and simulation tools include wind energy but may not 
accurately calculate the performance or reflect the temporal, locational, and resilience value of 
distributed wind. As a first step, PNNL created a comprehensive list of 130 tools used to model 
or simulate one or multiple DERs. The tool list was created from a power systems analysis 
software list (Open Electrical 2018), a PNNL report (Anderson et al. 2016), and an electric 
distribution system planning tool assessment that PNNL is completing as part of the DOE Grid 
Modernization Laboratory Consortium. 

Then, PNNL assessed how distributed wind is represented in each tool compared to other 
DERs. The ability to model and ease of modeling both distributed wind and non-wind DERs was 
described using one of four levels of representation: 1) not represented, 2) represented by 
supplying a time-series generation profile to a generic generator model, 3) represented by 
supplying device parameters to a DER-technology-specific model, or 4) represented internally 
without requiring detailed user input. The ability to model and ease of modeling distributed wind 
was compared to the ability to model and ease of modeling other DERs (using the four levels of 
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representation above). Comparing the level of representation of distributed wind to that of other 
DERs produces a delta between wind and other DER technologies. When wind is outside the 
scope of a tool (e.g., a battery modeling tool), the representation of distributed wind relative to 
other DERs is listed as not applicable (N/A). Otherwise, the magnitude of that delta determines 
the representation of distributed wind:  

• Full: The representation of distributed wind is on par with representation of other DER (i.e., 
zero delta). 

• Partial: The representation of distributed wind compared to other DER is incomplete or out 
of date (i.e., small delta). 

• Minimal: Distributed wind is given significantly less consideration than other DER (i.e., large 
delta). 

This method is intended to identify possible gaps in consideration given to distributed wind 
relative to other DER technologies while recognizing that different tools intend to model DERs to 
different levels of detail. Note that tools were assessed based on a survey of publicly available 
and readily accessible information. While the authors have made a good faith effort to 
understand these tools, PNNL does not know the intentions of the developers and 
acknowledges that some tool capabilities or features may not have been accurately captured in 
this assessment. 

PNNL added parameters to further characterize tools that minimally, partially, or fully represent 
distributed wind. Accessibility to users was characterized by reporting the following for each 
tool:  

• whether the tool is free 
• whether a user must be part of the specified organization to gain access 
• whether the user must create an account to use the tool 
• whether a point of contact for assistance is listed 
• whether the tool’s source code is available to the user, and 
• type of user interface.  

Each user interface was given one of the following classifications:  

• AutoCAD, C++ library 
• command line 
• MATLAB 
• desktop tool 
• Excel 
• Java Solver 
• infrastructure as a service (IaaS) 
• platform as a service (PaaS) 
• software as a service (SaaS) 
• web tool.  

If a contact was listed, that email address was recorded. Next, the revision and use statistics of 
the tools were described by reporting the following for each tool (as of December 2019):  

• date of the last tool update 
• current version number 
• current number of users.  
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Then, the purpose of the tools was characterized by reporting the following for each tool: 

• focus of the tool 
• tool outputs and features 
• intended users.  

Intended users were classified into the following groups:  

• industrial (i.e., facilities that draw high power) 

• education (i.e., professors, teachers, or students teaching or learning about DERs) 

• research (i.e., scientists and engineers testing hypothetical distributed energy resource 
configurations or scenarios) 

• utility (i.e., power engineers for all types of utilities).  

Lastly, each tool owner’s country and tool webpage address were recorded.   

3.0 Discussion 
A comprehensive set of 130 power systems modeling and simulation tools were analyzed. Of 
those, 96 tools include wind and 34 do not (because wind was out of scope for those tools). Of 
the tools that include wind, at least 31% have been updated as recently as 2019, at least 
another 18% have been updated as recently as 2015, and for the remaining 51%, no updates in 
the last five years could be confirmed. Even though many tools are no longer maintained, 
dozens of useful tools are currently being developed.  

Of the 130 tools analyzed, 75 represent wind fully (as defined above), 10 represent wind 
partially, 11 represent wind minimally, and distributed wind is out of scope for 34 of the tools. 
Because representation of wind was assessed compared to other DERs, tools with highly 
detailed models of other DERs (e.g., solar photovoltaics) and basic models of wind scored lower 
in this metric (i.e., more likely to have a partial or minimal representation) than tools with basic 
models of all DERs. In fact, some of the most advanced research tools (e.g., OpenDSS and 
GridLAB-D) fared worse in this metric than tools with simple models of all DERs.  

While 96 of the tools evaluated do include wind, a total of 21 of those do not fully represent 
distributed wind indicating that some tool developers are not focusing on distributed wind. This 
may be because fluid dynamics and moving parts make wind turbine modeling more complex 
than solar modeling. And because economics for solar deployment are much more favorable 
than for distributed wind in many cases, there is less economic imperative to spend the extra 
time developing the more complex wind modeling capabilities. However, this assessment 
demonstrates that there is room to improve representation of distributed wind in a number of 
tools. Improvement can be achieved by reducing the development effort required for detailed 
modeling of distributed wind.   

4.0 Application 
This modeling and simulation tool evaluation was performed to inform MIRACL project research 
and a broader, international audience of tool users and modelers. The list of tools and this 
evaluation are not intended to recommend any one tool over another; rather, this effort attempts 
to provide a snapshot of the tool landscape. With the characterization parameters, the list can 
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be used by modelers to more easily find the modeler’s intended tool. Other potential users, such 
as utilities or researchers, can use the list similarly to identify a tool that would meet their 
planning or design needs. 

With respect to the MIRACL project, the list is the first step in identifying which existing tools 
may benefit from modernizing updates. Next, PNNL is performing deep-dive evaluations on 
targeted tools—GridLAB-D and REopt Lite initially—to identify and implement specific 
improvements in their representation of distributed wind. If these deep dives identify 
enhancements that simplify or streamline distributed wind modeling in general, or within 
categories of tools, they will also be disseminated to the tool-developing community. PNNL will 
also pursue opportunities to work with additional developers and modelers identified in this list, 
where partnerships are available.  

5.0 References 
Open Electrical. 2018. “Power Systems Analysis Software.” Accessed April 26, 2019. 
https://wiki.openelectrical.org/index.php?title=Power_Systems_Analysis_Software (last updated 
June 15, 2018). 

Anderson, D., N. Samaan, T. Nguyen, M. Kinter-Meyer. 2016. North America Modeling 
Compendium and Analysis. Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, Richland, WA. 
https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2017/01/f34/North%20America%20Modeling%20Compe
ndium%20and%20Analysis.pdf.  
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Key

				CATEGORY		DESCRIPTION

				COSIM		Co-simulation platform: used to federate two or more simulators, usually from weakly-coupled simulation domains; in an iterative loop, outputs from each simulator can be used as inputs to other simulators; examples include transmission-distribution co-simulations, electric-thermodynamic co-simulations, and market-electric co-simulations; this category includes both configurable platforms (e.g. HELICS) and specialized platform build around a specific co-simulation configuration (e.g. HLA); monolithic simulators that consider multiple domains internally (e.g., GridLAB-D, EnergyPlus) are excluded from this category.

				SIM		Physics-aware simulator: used to project the (usually) physical state of a system for a given scenario or set of initial conditions; examples include static load-flow simulators, quasi-static time-series (QSTS) simulators, transient (differential equation) simulators, communication simulators, and thermodynamic simulators; lossless balance of energy (BOE) simulators, which use simplified calculations to support other types of analysis are not included in this category.

				ECON		Economic study tool: used to project the value or cost of a system or resource; examples include economic feasibility study tools, and valuation tools.

				PLAN		Planning tool: tool intended to aid distribution system planning, which is the process of engineering system upgrades, expansion, and other maintenance; this category includes commercial multiple-analysis packages as well as niche or specialized tools; examples of the latter include optimal device deployment, and optimal controller configuration.

				OTHER		Other tool with scope too broad to fit into one of the other categories.



				STATUS		DESCRIPTION

				FULL		FULL: Representation of distributed wind is on par with representation of other DER

				PARTIAL		PARTIAL: Representation of distributed wind compared to other DER is incomplete or out of date

				MINIMAL		MINIMAL: Distributed wind is given significantly less consideration than other DER

				N/A		N/A: Distributed wind representation is out of scope for the tool

				OTHER CHARACTERIZATIONS		DESCRIPTION

				Owner		Tool developer

				Owner Country		Tool developer's country

				Last Update as of Dec 2019		Date of last tool update as of December 2019

				Focus		Developer's statement on tool's purpose

				Features		Summary of tool output(s), methodology, and capabilities based on developer's description

				Cost/Free 		Is there a cost to access this tool or is it free?

				Intended User		Intended user group of tool: education, industrial, utility, research

				User Interface		Tool's user interface: AutoCAD, C++ library, Command line, MATLAB, Desktop tool, Excel, Java solver, Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), Software as a Service (SaaS), and Web tool

				Open Access		Can anyone access the tool directly? Yes/No

				Account Needed?		Must the user create an account to use the tool? Yes/No

				Contact Listed		Tool developer's contact

				Open Source?		Can the user view and edit the tool's original code? Yes/ No

				Version Number		Latest version number released

				Users		Number of users as reported by developer of tool

				Website		Webpage address of tool homepage

				Blank cells indicate information was unavailable.





Tools List



				Tool		Category		STATUS: Distributed Wind Representation vs. other DER		Owner		Owner Country		Last Update as of Dec 2019		Focus		Features		Cost/Free		Intended User		User Interface		Open Access		Account needed?		Contact Listed		Open Source?		Version Number		Users		Website

				AMES		SIM		N/A		Iowa State University 																												http://www2.econ.iastate.edu/tesfatsi/AMESMarketHome.htm

				AMES		ECON		N/A		Iowa State University 																												http://www2.econ.iastate.edu/tesfatsi/AMESMarketHome.htm

				ASPEN Line Constants		OTHER		N/A		ASPEN																												https://www.aspeninc.com/web/software/line-constants

				ASPEN Line Database		OTHER		N/A		ASPEN																												https://www.aspeninc.com/web/software/line-database

				ASPEN OneLiner		PLAN		FULL		ASPEN		USA		6/1/19		Productivity tool  that is a short circuit and relay coordination program for transmission systems.		Short circuit model, fault simulation, relay coordination, overcurrent models, and distance relay models		Cost		Utility		Desktop tool		Yes		Yes		software@aspeninc.com		No		14.7		250 utilities 		https://www.aspeninc.com/web/software/oneliner

				ASPEN Power Flow		SIM		PARTIAL		ASPEN		USA		8/1/17		Load flow program for planning, designing, and operating studies of transmission, subtransmission, and distribution networks		Load flow solutions, one-line diagram, model of power system network, contingency analysis, and transfer capability calculations		Cost		Utility		Desktop tool		Yes		Yes		software@aspeninc.com		No		14.5		60 utilities		http://www.aspeninc.com/web/software/power-flow

				ASPEN Relay Database		OTHER		N/A		ASPEN																												http://www.aspeninc.com/web/software/relay-database

				ATP-EMTP		SIM		FULL		ATP		Germany		8/25/16		Construction of electromagnetic transients in electric power systems, using click and drag, simulation of complex networks and control systems		Electrical circuit diagram, time-domain analysis, steady-state frequency scan, lightning studies, switching studies, harmonic analysis, and insulation coordination 		Free		Research		Desktop tool		Yes		Yes		 ask@eeug.org		No		6.3				http://www.atpdraw.net/

				Battery Storage Evaluation Tool		ECON		N/A		PNNL																												https://availabletechnologies.pnnl.gov/technology.asp?id=413

				C2WT		COSIM		N/A		IEEE																												https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7480218?tp=&arnumber=7480218&contentType=Conference%20Publications

				CAPE		PLAN		FULL		Electrocon		USA		5/13/19		Model of electrical transmission networks' protection systems		Database editor, fault studies, one line diagrams, data trees, load current models, system simulator, and relay checking		Cost		Education, research, utility		Desktop tool		Yes		Yes		eii@electrocon.com  		No		14		77 utilities & schools		https://www.electrocon.com/capeintro.php

				COMPOSE		ECON		FULL		Aalborg University		Denmark		1/1/08		Evaluation of the distribution of benefits and costs of energy projects		Cost-benefit analysis and relocation coefficient		Free		Research, utility		Desktop tool		Yes		No				No		1.06				https://www.energyplan.eu/othertools/local/compose/

				CRex		OTHER		N/A		Bloomberg

				CyDER (Cyber Physical co-simulation Platform for Distributed Energy Resources in Smart Grids)		COSIM		N/A		LBNL																												https://gridmod.labworks.org/projects/si-1625

				CYMDIST		SIM		FULL		CYME International		Canada		12/17/18		Transmission, distribution, and industrial power system analysis & simulation		Unbalanced load flow analysis, load allocation and estimation, fault analysis, load balancing, optimal capacitor placement and sizing, motor starting, and batch analysis		Cost		Industrial, utility		Desktop tool and command line		Yes		Yes		cymeinfo@eaton.com		No		8.2				http://www.cyme.com/software/cymdist/

				DCOPFJ		OTHER		FULL		Iowa State University 		USA		6/20/07		Solver for bid/offer-based DC optimal power flow problems 		Solution to augmented DC-OPF problems 		Free		Education, research		Command line		Yes		No		tesfatsi@iastate.edu		Yes		2				http://www2.econ.iastate.edu/tesfatsi/DCOPFJHome.htm

				DER-CAM (Distributed Energy Resources Customer Adoption Model)		PLAN		FULL		LBNL		USA		1/1/18		Optimal DER investments solver for buildings or multi-energy microgrids		Optimal selection, capacity, and placement of DER, cost of supplying end use loads, breakdown of carbon emissions, and when and how the DER should be dispatched to maximize economic performance and meet resiliency and reliability targets		Free		Industrial, utility		Web tool and desktop tool		Yes		Yes		GFCardoso@lbl.gov		No		2.5				https://building-microgrid.lbl.gov/projects/der-cam

				DEW/ISM		SIM		PARTIAL		Electrical Distribution Design		USA				Electrical distribution modeling		Predictive models for customer loads		Cost		Utility				Yes		Yes		https://www.edd-us.com/contact/		No						https://www.edd-us.com/dew-ism/

				dGEN (dWind)		ECON		FULL		NREL		USA		2/1/16		Analysis of factors that will affect future deamnd for distributed solar, wind, storage, geothermal, and other DER techs		DER customer adoption forecasts		Cost		Industrial, research		Desktop tool		No		Yes		https://www.nrel.gov/analysis/dgen/contact-us.html		No						https://www.nrel.gov/analysis/dgen/

				DIgSILENT PowerFactory		SIM		FULL		DIgSILENT GmbH		Germany		1/1/19		Power systems analysis; analyzing generation, transmission, distribution, and industrial systems		Load flow analysis, short-circuit analysis, load flow sensitivities, basic mv/lv network analysis, power equipment models, network representation, arc flash analysis, contingency analysis, quasi-dynamic simulation, cable analysis, and techno-economical analysis		Cost		Utility		Desktop tool		Yes		Yes		 mail@digsilent.de 		No						https://www.digsilent.de/en/powerfactory.html

				DIS		OTHER		N/A		Open-DIS																												http://open-dis.org/

				DiSC		SIM		FULL		Aalborg University		Denmark		3/21/17		Simulation framework for verifying power distribution system control algorithms		Newton-Raphson power flow equation solution, communication network to show delay in communication,  one year of household consumption data (from Denmark households), flexible assets, and grid components		Free		Education, research, utility		MATLAB		Yes		no		rpe@es.aau.dk		Yes		1				http://kom.aau.dk/project/SmartGridControl/DiSC/index.html 
https://github.com/rallep/DiSC

				Distributed Energy Resources Avoided Cost Calculator (DERAC)		ECON		PARTIAL		E3		USA		6/1/19		Avoided cost forecasting for DER use		Avoided cost assessment, cost-effectiveness evaluation, best practice assessment, program design and evaluation, and DER potential estimation		Free		Utility		Excel		Yes		no		snuller@ethree.com		No						https://www.cpuc.ca.gov/General.aspx?id=5267

				DistriView		SIM		FULL		Advanced Systems for Power Engineering, Inc. (ASPEN)		USA		2/1/19		Distribution system simulation		Load flow, short circuit, relay coordination, harmonic analysis, and reliability calculation for distribution networks		Cost		Utility		Desktop tool		Yes		Yes		 software@aspeninc.com		No		11.2		77 utilities and consulting companies		https://www.aspeninc.com/web/software/distriview

				Dome		SIM		FULL		Federico Milano		Ireland		7/22/11		Steady-state and dynamic  high-voltage power systems solver		Power flow, optimal power flow, continuation power flow, small-signal stability analysis, time domain integration, 2D and 3D visualization, short circuit analysis, and equivalence techniques		Cost		Research, industrial 		Command line		No		Yes		https://licence.ucd.ie/tech/499		No		1				http://faraday1.ucd.ie/dome.html

				DPG.sim		SIM		N/A		Adaptricity																												https://adaptricity.com/2016/10/14/release-dpg-sim-academic/

				DRIVE (Distributed Energy Resource Integration, Valuation, and Estimation)		ECON		PARTIAL		EPRI		USA		1/1/17		DER capacity assessment		Heat maps, one-line diagrams, and maximum DER each distribution feeder can accommodate 		Cost		Research, utility		Desktop tool		Yes		Yes		cymeinfo@eaton.com		No						http://www.cyme.com/software/cymeepri/

				EA-PSM		PLAN		FULL		Energy Advice		Lithuania		11/15/19		Transmission, distribution, and industrial electrical modeling and evaluations 		Arc flash, parallel conductors, protection tracking, load flow analysis, short circuit, static motor starting, harmonics, protection and automation, and cable sizing		Free		Industrial, utility		Desktop tool		Yes		no		info@energyadvice.lt		No		19.11.15				http://www.energyadvice.lt/en/products/

				EasyPower		PLAN		FULL		EasyPower LLC		USA		2018		Electrical power systems design, analysis, and monitoring		Arc flash analysis, power flow, short circuit, OPF, protective device coordination, dynamic stability, transient motor starting, and harmonic analysis		Cost		Industrial, utility		Desktop tool		Yes		Yes		support@easypower.com		No		10.3				https://www.easypower.com/

				Elplek		PLAN		FULL						No Longer Available																								http://pp.kpnet.fi/ijl/

				EMTP-RV		SIM		FULL		EMTP		France				Power systems transients simulation and analysis		Steady-state simulation, dynamic studies, electromechanical studies, short circuit, power flow, and protection coordination 		Cost		Industrial, utility		Desktop tool		Yes		Yes		https://www.emtp-software.com/contact-us		No						https://www.emtp-software.com/

				Energy Storage Computational Tool		ECON		N/A		Navigant																												https://www.smartgrid.gov/recovery_act/analytical_approach/energy_storage_computational_tool.html

				Energy Storage Selection Tool		ECON		N/A		DNV GL																												https://www.dnvgl.com/services/es-select-7291

				EnergyPLAN		ECON		FULL		Aalborg University		Denmark		10/1/17		Power systems simulation		Hourly simulation of national energy systems including the electricity, heating, cooling, industry, and transport sectors		Free		Industrial, research		Desktop tool		Yes		Yes		energyplan@plan.aau.dk		No		12.5		600		http://energy.plan.aau.dk/links 
https://www.energyplan.eu/

				EnergyPlus		SIM		N/A		EnergyPlus																												https://energyplus.net/

				EnergyPRO		ECON		FULL		Aalborg University		Denmark		9/1/17		Modeling for analysis of energy projects with combined supply of electricity and thermal energy		Simulation and optimization and operational impact and financial return of energy production facilities		Free		Utility		Desktop tool		Yes		Yes		emd@emd.dk		No		4.5.107		150		http://energy.plan.aau.dk/links 
https://www.emd.dk/

				ERACS		PLAN		FULL		ERA Technology		Italy				Simulation of electrical power system networks to judge safety and timing		Load flow, fault, harmonic injection, harmonic impedance, protection coordination, transient stability, and arc flash 		Cost		Research, utility		Desktop tool		Yes		Yes		eracs@rina.org		No						https://www.eracs.co.uk/

				ETAP		SIM		FULL		ETAP		USA				Electrical power system analysis & operation		Voltage stability limits, simulate voltage instability, sensitivity analysis, and instability indices		Cost		Utility		Desktop tool		Yes		Yes		social media listed		No						https://etap.com/

				eTransport		ECON		MINIMAL		SINTEF		Norway		No Longer Available		Sustainable energy systems planning		Operational module and investment module				Utility		Desktop tool						 Ove.Wolfgang@sintef.no		No						https://www.sintef.no/en/projects/etransport/

				Eurostag		PLAN		FULL		GDF Suez		France				Simulation of the dynamics of all electric power systems		Load flow computation, full-scope dynamic analysis, API, critical clearing time calculation, eigenvalues computation, and system linearization		Cost		Utility		Desktop tool		No		Yes		http://www.eurostag.be/en/contact/information-request/information-request/		No		5.1				http://www.eurostag.be/

				FINDER (FINancial Impacts of Distributed Energy Resources)		ECON		FULL		LBNL		USA				Exploration of utility costs and revenues simulation for customers who install DER		Shareholder impacts module and ratepayer impacts module 		Free		Research, utility		Desktop tool		No		Yes		ASatchwell@lbl.gov		No						https://emp.lbl.gov/projects/finder-model

				FMI/FMU		OTHER		N/A		FMI																												https://fmi-standard.org/downloads/

				FNCS		COSIM		N/A		PNNL																												https://github.com/FNCS

				GridCal		OTHER		FULL		GridCal				7/13/19		Power systems research and simulation		Power flow simulation, time series profiles, monte carlo simulation, black out simulation, and grid element analysis		Free		Industrial, research, utility		Command line		Yes		No		santiago.penate.vera@gmail.com		Yes		3.6.2				https://github.com/SanPen/GridCal

				GridLAB-D		SIM		PARTIAL		PNNL		USA		8/1/19		Distribution level power system simulator designed to allow users to create and analyze smart grid technologies		Load modeling, power system models, market models, distribution automation models, and software integration tools		Free		Industrial, research		Command line		Yes		No				Yes		4.1		over 90,000		https://github.com/gridlab-d

				GridPACK		OTHER		N/A		GridOPTICS																												https://github.com/GridOPTICS/GridPACK/releases

				GridPIQ		OTHER		MINIMAL		PNNL		USA				Simulation of impacts of a grid project on a power system		Dashboard showing load profiles before and after the proposed grid addition		Free		Research		Web tool		Yes		Yes		gpiq@pnnl.gov		No						https://gridpiq.pnnl.gov/app/#!/

				GridUnity		OTHER		PARTIAL		GridUnity		USA				Platform as a service energy analytics 		Predictive analytics and machine learning model for efficient and sustainable distributed networks		Cost		Industrial, utility		PaaS		Yes		Yes		https://gridunity.com/contact/		No						https://gridunity.com/

				HELICS (Hierarchical Engine for Large-scale Infrastructure Co-simulation)		COSIM		N/A		DOE																												https://helics.readthedocs.io/en/latest/

				HOMER (Hybrid Optimization of Multiple Energy Resources)		ECON		FULL		HOMER Energy		USA		2016		Microgrid optimization for campuses and military bases		Ranked designs of systems		Cost		Education, utility		Desktop tool		Yes		Yes		support@homerenergy.com		No				200,000		https://www.homerenergy.com/products/pro/index.html

				Hybrid2		SIM		FULL		NREL/Umass		USA		2001		Economic analysis of hybrid power systems		Probabilistic/time series model and power flows		Free		Utility		Desktop tool		Yes		No		 hybrid2@nrel.gov		No						https://www.umass.edu/windenergy/research/topics/tools/software/hybrid2

				IESM (Integrated Energy System Model)		SIM		PARTIAL		NREL		USA				Evaluation of design for off-grid and grid connected power systems for remote, stand-alone, and distributed generation applications		Simulation of a smart home; analysis of how smart home techs respond to price changes				Research		Desktop tool		Yes				userprogram.esif@nrel.gov		No						https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy17osti/66513.pdf

				iHOGA		OTHER		FULL		Universidad Zaragoza		Spain		10/9/19		Simulation and optimization of stand-alone and grid connection of hybrid renewable systems		Based on input load profiles, graph of total cost of the best grid solution and CO2 life cycle of the 10 best grid solutions		Free		Research		Desktop tool		Yes		Yes		rdufo@unizar.es		No		2.5				https://ihoga.unizar.es/en/descarga/

				iHOGA PRO+		OTHER		FULL		Universidad Zaragoza		Spain		10/9/19		Simulation and optimization of stand-alone and grid connection of hybrid renewable systems		Based on input load profiles, graph of total cost of the best grid solution and CO2 life cycle of the 10 best grid solutions plus schiffer model, lithium batteries lifetime models, sensitivity analysis, and probability analysis		Cost		Research		Desktop tool		Yes		Yes		rdufo@unizar.es		No		2.5				https://ihoga.unizar.es/en/descarga/

				InterPSS (Internet technology based power system simulator)		SIM		FULL		InterPSS		China				Power system simulation 		Load flow analysis, short circuit analysis, transient stability simulation, distribution system analysis, power network transfer capacity analysis, area power transfer analysis		Free		Industrial, utility		IaaS and command line		Yes		Yes				Yes 		2.2.1				http://community.interpss.org/

				IPSA Power		PLAN		FULL		IPSA Power		United Kingdom		11/1/09		Power system design, planning, and operations		Load flow, fault level, overcurrent protection coordination, harmonic penetration, and reliability and transient analysis 		Cost		Utility		Desktop tool		Yes		Yes		support@ipsa-power.com		No		2				https://www.ipsa-power.com/

				KW-PSS		PLAN		FULL		KEPCO		South Korea		No Longer Available						Free		Research				Yes		No						2				https://kw-pss.software.informer.com/

				LNBA (Locational Net Benefits Analysis) tool		ECON		PARTIAL		E3		USA		12/22/16		Evaluation of DER benefits		Heatmap		Free		Utility		Desktop tool		Yes		No				No		2.11				https://e3.sharefile.com/share/view/sb2965cf362c48399

				LoadSEER		ECON		FULL		Integral Analytics, Inc.		USA				Planning and DER integration		Automated circuit planning scenarios, load shape forecasts, and time series analysis for future load growth 				Utility		IaaS		Yes				http://www.integralanalytics.com/contact.aspx								http://www.integralanalytics.com/products-and-services/spatial-growth-planning/loadseer.aspx

				MARKAL/TIMES		ECON		FULL		IEA-ETSAP				2005		Model generator; energy and environmental analyses		Optimized energy system configurations, energy flows, energy commodity prices, GHG emissions, capacities of technology, energy costs, and marginal emissions abatement costs		Cost		Education, research		Desktop tool		No		Yes		support@etsap.org		No						https://iea-etsap.org/index.php/etsap-tools/model-generators/times

				MatDyn		OTHER		N/A		KU LEUVEN																												https://www.esat.kuleuven.be/electa/teaching/matdyn/

				MATPOWER		SIM		FULL		Cornell University		USA		6/20/19		Electric power system simulation and optimization		System summary including voltage, angle and total generation and load at each bus, flows and losses in each branch, and  binding constraint information for the optimal power flow		Free		Education, research, utility		MATLAB		Yes		No		https://matpower.org/about/contact/		Yes		7		20,000 downloads		https://matpower.org/

				MERIT		PLAN		FULL		University of Strathclyde		United Kingdom		3/19/19		Dynamic demand/supply matching-design tool for renewable energy systems		Half-hourly demand profiles (electricity, heat, and hot water) 		Free		Industrial, utility		Desktop tool		Yes		No		esru@esru.strath.ac.uk		Yes		3.36				http://www.esru.strath.ac.uk/Programs/Merit.htm

				Microgrid Design Toolkit (MDT)		PLAN		FULL		Sandia		USA				Decision support for microgrid designers in early design process stages		Designs that perform well, designs that were ruled out, and cost of design improvement 		Free		Research		Desktop tool		Yes				bmthomp@sandia.gov		No						https://www.sandia.gov/CSR/tools/mdt.html 
https://www.sandia.gov/CSR/_assets/documents/MDT.pdf

				MicroTran		SIM		FULL		MicroTran Power System Analysis Corporation		British Columbia				Electrical networks simulation under transient conditions		Asymmetric and symmetric short-circuit calculations, harmonic analysis, and transformer models		Cost		Research		Desktop tool		Yes		Yes				No		3.23		15 downloads		https://en.freedownloadmanager.org/Windows-PC/Microtran.html

				MiGRIDS		SIM		FULL		Alaska Center for Energy and Power - UAF		USA		6/1/19		Modeling islanded microgrid power systems and optimizing size and dispatch of grid components 		Time step energy balance simulations for different grid components and controls		Free		Education, research		Command Line		Yes		No				Yes		3.2				https://github.com/acep-uaf/MiGRIDS

				Minpower		OTHER		FULL		Adam Greenhall				11/1/16		Toolkit for students and researchers in power systems optimization		Visualizations for economic dispatch, optimal power flow, and unit commitment		Free		Education, research		Command Line		Yes		No				Yes				855 downloads		https://github.com/adamgreenhall/minpower 
http://adamgreenhall.github.io/minpower/index.html

				Modelica		OTHER		FULL		OpenModelica				1/31/19		Power systems optimization				Free				Command line and MATLAB		Yes		No				Yes		1.13.2				https://openmodelica.org/openmodelicaworld/tools

				MODEST		ECON		FULL		Optensys		Sweden				Energy demand and energy cost simulation		Energy supply, optimal types of new equipment, time-dependent MC, cash flow of energy costs and revenues, annual and total costs, and emissions				Utility								dag.henning[at]optensys.se								http://www.optensys.se/index-filer/Page677.htm

				Mosaik		COSIM		N/A		Mosaik																												https://mosaik.offis.de/

				NEMO		SIM		FULL		Ben Elliston, University of New South Wales		Australia		10/10/19		Optimization of portfolios for conventional and renewable electricity		Plot of time sequential dispatches and customizable supply and demand simulations		Free		Research		Command line		Yes		No				Yes		3		1061		https://nemo.ozlabs.org/ 
https://github.com/bje-/NEMO

				NEPLAN		SIM		PARTIAL		BCP Switzerland		Switzerland				Analyze, plan, optimize, and simulate electrical networks		Load flow, short circuit, dynamic simulator, harmonic analysis, over current protection, and reliability analysis		Cost		Research, utility		Desktop tool and IaaS		Yes		Yes		info@neplan.ch		No		10				https://www.neplan.ch/en-products/ 
https://www.neplan.ch/neplanproduct/en-electricity/

				OMF (Open Modeling Framework)		SIM		MINIMAL		NRECA		USA		9/9/19		Power systems models with emphasis on cost-benefit analysis of distributed generation, storage, and networked controls		Cost-benefit analysis incorporating engineering data, weather data, financial data, load profiles, and power voltage map		Free		Utility		Command line		Yes		Yes		david.pinney@nreca.coop		Yes				Users from 176 organizations as of June 2017		https://www.cooperative.com/programs-services/bts/open-modeling-framework/Pages/default.aspx 
https://github.com/dpinney/omf/wiki

				OPAL-RT		SIM		N/A		OPAL-RT Technologies																												https://www.opal-rt.com/

				OpenDSS		SIM		MINIMAL		EPRI		USA		11/19/19		Electric power distribution system simulator for DER grid integration		Unbalanced, multi-phase power flow, quasi-static time series, fault analysis, harmonic analysis, flicker analysis, dynamic analysis, linear and non-linear analysis, and stray voltage/current analysis		Free		Research		Command line		Yes		No		askepri@epri.com		Yes						https://www.epri.com/#/pages/sa/opendss?lang=en

				OSeMOSYS		ECON		MINIMAL						11/4/19		Energy modeling system		Energy system model		Free		Education, research		Command line		Yes		No				Yes		1.1				https://github.com/OSeMOSYS/OSeMOSYS

				PADEE		OTHER		FULL		MATMOR		India				Power distribution network analysis		Map and load flow calculations		Cost		Research, utility		AutoCAD		Yes		Yes		jorgematheus@gmail.com		No						http://padeepro.com/padeeing.html

				pandapower		SIM		FULL		pandapower		Germany		11/1/19		 Network calculations for automation of analysis and optimization in power systems		Validated equivalent circuit models for lines, transformers, and switches, power flow, optimal power flow, state estimation, short circuit calculation, and topological graph searches		Free		Education, research		Command line		Yes		No		leon.thurner@uni-kassel.de		Yes		16		3,485 downloads		https://www.pandapower.org/

				Phase to Phase Vision Network Analysis		PLAN		FULL		Phase to Phase BV		Netherlands				Planning, design, and management of electricity grids		Load flow and short circuit calculations and fault and reliability analyses		Free		Research, industrial, utility		Desktop tool		Yes		No		Vision@phasetophase.com		No		8.14.1				https://phasetophase.nl/en/vision-network-analysis.html

				PLEXOS		SIM		FULL		Energy Exemplar		Australia				Simulation for electric power, water, and gas markets		Optimization, unified platform, and transparent calculations		Cost		Utility		Desktop tool		No		Yes		support@energyexemplar.com		No						https://energyexemplar.com/solutions/plexos/

				Power Analytics EDSA		OTHER		FULL		Power Analytics		USA		No Longer Available		Integrated power systems modeling and analysis tool		Load flow, short circuit, arc flash simulations, OPF, reliability and capacity, protection coordination, and optimal sizing 		Cost		Research		Desktop tool		Yes		Yes						3				https://www.poweranalytics.com/new-software-page/ 
https://www.poweranalytics.com/designbase/main.php

				PowerGAMA		ECON		FULL		SINTEF		Norway		7/29/19		Cost optimization of renewable energy integration in large power systems		Power generation for each generator, voltage angles at nodes, load shedding at each node, storage level, marginal price for generators, sensitivity analyses for AC branch capacity, DC branch capacity, power demand at each node, grid bottleneck analysis, and identification of potential renewable generation		Free		Research		Command line		Yes		No		harald.svendsen@sintef.no		Yes		1.12				https://pypi.org/project/powergama/#files 
https://bitbucket.org/harald_g_svendsen/powergama/wiki/Home

				PowerModels.jl		OTHER		FULL		LANL		USA		10/10/19		Steady-state power network optimization		Power flow, optimal power flow, optimal transmission switching, and transmission network expansion planning		Free		Research, utility		Command line		Yes		No				Yes		0.13		770 downloads		https://github.com/lanl-ansi/PowerModels.jl

				Powertech Labs DSATools		SIM		FULL		Powertech Labs		Canada				A suite of power system analysis tools for complete assessment of system security		Hand harmonics analysis, voltage security modeler, subsynchronous resonance analysis, design and tuning of power system stabilizers, and PMU data generator		Cost		Utility		Desktop tool		Yes		Yes		https://www.powertechlabs.com/contact		No						https://www.powertechlabs.com/dsatools-services

				PowerWorld		SIM		N/A		PowerWorld Corporation																												https://www.powerworld.com/products/simulator/overview

				PRDC MiPower		PLAN		FULL		Power Research and Development Consultants		India				Power system analysis		Steady-state analysis and stability and security assessment 		Free		Utility		Desktop tool		Yes		Yes		info@prdcinfotech.com		No						http://www.prdcinfotech.com/business/software-engineering-group/software-products/mipower/

				PRECISE (Preconfiguring and Controlling Inverter Set Points)		PLAN		MINIMAL		NREL		USA				PV grid integration 		Power flow analysis, gis/synergi to OpenDSS model conversion, and optimal advanced inverter model		Free		Research, utility				No		Yes		Adarsh.Nagarajan@nrel.gov		No						https://www.nrel.gov/grid/precise-tool.html

				Promod		ECON		N/A		ABB																												https://new.abb.com/enterprise-software/energy-portfolio-management/market-analysis/promod

				PSAT		OTHER		FULL		Federico Milano		Ireland		8/17/19		Electric power system analysis and simulation		Power flow, continuation power flow, optimal power flow, small signal stability analysis, time domain simulation, FACTS models, and wind turbine models		Free		Education, research		MATLAB and command line		Yes		No		federico.milano@uclm.es		Yes		2.1.11				http://faraday1.ucd.ie/psat.html

				PSCAD		SIM		FULL		Manitoba HVDC Research Centre		Canada				Power system simulation of small systems		Existing transmission line studies (AC, DC, or DC/AC transmission line design)		Free		Research		Desktop tool		Yes		Yes		sales@pscad.com		No		4.6				https://hvdc.ca/pscad/

				PSCAD		SIM		FULL		Manitoba HVDC Research Centre		Canada				Power system simulation				Cost		Research		Desktop tool		Yes		Yes		sales@pscad.com				4.6				https://hvdc.ca/pscad/

				PSLF (Positive Sequence Load Flow) 		SIM		FULL		GE		USA				Simulation of power systems		Load flow analysis		Cost		Utility		No more info				Yes										https://www.geenergyconsulting.com/practice-area/software-products/pslf-re-envisioned 
https://www.utilityproducts.com/test-measurement/article/16021181/power-measurement-positive-sequence-load-flow-analysis-software

				PSS/E (Power System Simulator for Engineering) 		SIM		N/A		Siemens																												https://new.siemens.com/global/en/products/energy/services/transmission-distribution-smart-grid/consulting-and-planning/pss-software/pss-e.html

				PSS/SINCAL		SIM		FULL		Siemens		Germany		10/31/19		Network simulation		Load flow analysis, short circuit analysis, contingency analysis and restoration of supply, and optimal branching,		Cost		Industrial, research, utility		Desktop tool		Yes		Yes		pti-software-sales.ptd@siemens.com		No		16				https://new.siemens.com/global/en/products/energy/services/transmission-distribution-smart-grid/consulting-and-planning/pss-software/pss-sincal.html

				PYPOWER		SIM		FULL		Richard Lincoln				6/28/18		Power flow and optimal power flow solver		DC and AC power flow and DC and AC optimal power flow		Free		Research		Command line		Yes		No		r.w.lincoln@gmail.com		Yes		5.1.4				https://pypi.org/project/PYPOWER/

				PYPOWER-Dynamics		SIM		FULL		Julius Susanto				5/31/15		Transient stability simulation program		Dynamic model simulation		Free		Research		Command line		Yes		No				Yes		1.1				https://pypi.org/project/pypower-dynamics/
 https://github.com/susantoj/PYPOWER-Dynamics

				PyPSA		OTHER		FULL		T. Brown, J. Hörsch, D. Schlachtberger		Germany		11/8/19		Simulating and optimizing modern power systems that include variable wind and solar generations well as storage units		Static power flow, linear optimal power flow, security-constrained linear optimal power flow, and total electricity optimization		Free		Research		Command line		Yes		No				Yes		0.15.0				https://pypsa.org/ 
https://github.com/PyPSA/PyPSA

				RAMSES (Rapid Multiprocessor Simulation of Electric power Systems)		SIM		N/A		Thierry Van Cutsem

				REopt		PLAN		FULL		NREL		USA				Customized energy integration and optimization analysis		Optimal energy technologies and system sizes, recommendations for system operations and dispatch, and assessment of project economics		Cost		Research, utility		Desktop tool		No		Yes		REopt@nrel.gov		No						https://reopt.nrel.gov/

				REopt Lite		PLAN		MINIMAL		NREL		USA		4/1/19		Evaluation of solar, wind, and battery storage for a site's potential based on public data or user data		Evaluation of economic viability of grid connected PV, wind, and battery storage, the system sizes and battery dispatch strategies to minimize energy costs, and estimate of how long a system can sustain critical load during an outage		Free		Research, utility		Web tool		Yes		No		REopt@nrel.gov		Yes		1.4.1		14,000		https://reopt.nrel.gov/tool;  https://github.com/nrel/reopt_api

				RESOLVE		PLAN		FULL		E3		USA				Evaluation of costs of different renewable integration scenarios 		Optimal investment point and economic report on trade-offs between energy strategies		Cost		Utility		Desktop tool		Yes		Yes		ren@ethree.com		No						https://www.ethree.com/tools/ 
https://www.ethree.com/tools/resolve-renewable-energy-solutions-model/

				ReticMaster		PLAN		FULL		ReticMaster		South Africa		8/27/19		Power system modeling		Voltage profiles, fault profiles, one line diagrams, and graphic reports on under/over voltage and overloaded equipment		Free		Education, industrial, utility		Desktop tool		Yes		No		inspired.interfaces@gmail.com		No		20				http://reticmaster.com/prodRM.php

				RETScreen		ECON		MINIMAL		Natural Resources Canada		Canada		2/21/19		Energy efficiency, renewable energy, and cogeneration project feasibility analysis		Report on optimality of proposed energy projects		Free		Research		Desktop tool		Yes		No		nrcan.retscreen.rncan@canada.ca		No				650,000		https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/energy/retscreen/7465

				ROMDST (Remote Off-Grid Microgrids Design Support Tools)		PLAN		FULL		DOE		USA		7/1/18		Remote AC or DC microgrid design optimization		Optimal microgrid design		Free		Research		Desktop tool		Yes		Yes		KMBritton@lbl.gov		No						https://esdr.lbl.gov/publications/romdst-optimal-design-support-tool

				RPowerLABS		OTHER		FULL		CUB Informatics		Brazil				Power system analysis		Transient stability, power flow, fault analysis, coherent generators, load frequency control, and transformer circuits		Free		Education, research		Web tool		Yes		No		info@rpowerlabs.org		No						http://www.rpowerlabs.org/

				RTDS		SIM		N/A		RTDS Technologies																												https://www.rtds.com/

				SAM (System Advisor Model)		ECON		FULL		NREL		USA		11/11/18		Techno-economic software model to facilitate decision making for renewable energy industry		Dashboard including time series analysis, cost-benefit analysis, heat maps, and pdf/cdf		Free		Research		Desktop tool and command line		Yes		no		sam.support@nrel.gov		No		2018.11.11 Revision 4 SSC 209		65,000		https://sam.nrel.gov/

				SCOPE		SIM		FULL		Nexant		USA		No Longer Available		Power system simulation		Transmission planning, power flow and contingency analysis, optimal power flow, and market simulation		Cost		Utility				Yes		Yes										https://www.nexant.com/software 
http://server.nexant.com/ess/product_scope.aspx

				SES & Technologies CDEGS		PLAN		N/A		Safe Engineering Services & Technologies Ltd.																												https://www.sestech.com/Product/Package/CDEGS

				SIMPOW		SIM		FULL		Slovina		Sweden				Power system simulation 		Load flow calculation, short circuit calculations, synchronous stability, transient stability, voltage stability, load shedding, load fluctuations, prime mover torque irregularities, and machine dynamics 		Free		Utility		Desktop tool		Yes		No		info@solvina.com		No		11				http://simpow.com/software.html

				SimREN		ECON		FULL		Sustainable Solutions and Innovations		Germany				Simulation for energy systems relying on renewable sources				Cost		Utility				No		Yes		sp@isusi.de		No						https://www.energyplan.eu/othertools/national/simren/ 
http://www.isusi.de/index.html

				Simscape Electrical (formerly SimPowerSystems)		SIM		FULL		MathWorks		USA, Canada		2019		Model and simulate electronic, mechatronic, and electrical power systems		Load flow analysis, battery parameter extraction from data, fault analysis, and PMSM and BLDC motors modeling		Cost		Research		MATLAB		Yes		Yes		https://www.mathworks.com/company/aboutus/contact_us/contact_sales.html		No						https://www.mathworks.com/products/simscape-electrical.html

				SIMSEN		SIM		FULL		EPFL		Sweden				Simulation software for hydraulic and electric systems 		Modular structure with arbitrary topology, load flow calculation, harmonic analysis, eigenvalues, eigenvectors calculation and representation, transient stability,  and general fault analysis		Cost		Research		Desktop tool		Yes		Yes		simsen@epfl.ch		No		3.2.2				https://simsen.epfl.ch/

				SKM Power*Tools for Windows		PLAN		FULL		SKM Systems Analysis		USA				Power systems analysis		Fault analysis, load flow, demand load, cable transformer sizing, and panel schedule		Cost		Industrial, utility		Desktop tool		Yes		Yes		support@skm.com		No						http://www.skm.com/Product.html

				SmartGridToolbox		OTHER		MINIMAL		National ICT Australia		Australia		9/1/19		Library for electricity grids and associated elements concentrating on smart/future grids and grid optimization and simulations		Simulation of batteries, PV  panel, inverters, and other components of the grid		Free		Research		C++ library		Yes		no		481901-dexterurbane@users.noreply.gitlab.com		Yes		7				http://nicta.github.io/SmartGridToolbox/ 
https://gitlab.com/SmartGridToolbox/SmartGridToolbox

				SPARD		SIM		FULL		Energy Computer Systems		Columbia				Geographical information system for management and analysis of electric power distribution systems		Balanced and unbalanced load flow, fault analysis, transformer load management, power, energy and loss balances, capacitor sizing and placement optimization, conductor type optimization, network configuration, and allocation optimization		Cost		Education, industrial, utility		Desktop tool		Yes		Yes		info@energyco.com		No						http://energyco.com/english/soluciones/spard-distribution/

				Storage Value Estimation Tool		ECON		N/A		EPRI																												https://www.storagevet.com/

				Switch		ECON		FULL		Open Source				No Longer Available												

				Synergi Electric		SIM		MINIMAL		DNV GL		Norway				Power distribution system planning and simulation		Distributed generation and PV modeling, modeling storage and battery control schemes, transformer load management, weather modeling and 8760 analysis, AMR/AMI integration, motors and flicker analysis, fault analysis, arch analysis, volt/VAR optimization, harmonic analysis, and optimal switching		Cost		Utility		Saas		No		Yes		https://www.dnvgl.com/software/contact/request-information-synergi-electric-noindex.html		No						https://www.dnvgl.com/services/power-distribution-system-and-electrical-simulation-software-synergi-electric-5005

				TEFTS		SIM		N/A																														https://uwaterloo.ca/scholar/ccanizar/

				TEMOA		ECON		FULL						7/30/19		Energy system optimization		Optimal decisions that minimize the cost of energy supply		free		Utility		Command line		Yes		no				Yes		1.3				https://github.com/TemoaProject/temoa 
http://www.temoaproject.org/docs/

				Tom PASHA		SIM		N/A		TOM Industrial Consultants																												http://www.tomcad.com/

				Transmission 2000		OTHER		N/A		Commonwealth Associates																												https://www.cai-engr.com/

				UPLAN		SIM		N/A		ENERGYONLINE																												http://www.energyonline.com/products/uplane.aspx

				UWPFLOW		OTHER		N/A																														https://uwaterloo.ca/scholar/ccanizar/

				vSPD		ECON		FULL		Electricity Authority		New Zealand		9/19/19		Power optimization		GDX and CSV files that report optimal prices, branch flows, and reserves		free		Utility		Desktop tool		Yes		no		emi@ea.govt.nz		No		3.0.5				https://github.com/ElectricityAuthority/vSPD 
https://www.emi.ea.govt.nz/Forum/thread/new-access-arrangements-to-emi-datasets-retirement-of-anonymous-ftp/

				WindMil		SIM		PARTIAL		Milsoft		USA				Electric distribution network system planning and analysis		All phases and voltage levels, looped and radial solutions, unbalanced loading and impedance, distributed generation sources, circuit diagrams, reliability analysis of existing and proposed distribution system configurations, and contingency studies of single and multiple line/equipment outages and/or load shedding options		Cost		Utility		Desktop tool		Yes		Yes		info@milsoft.com		No						https://www.milsoft.com/utility-solutions/upgrades/engineering-analysis-windmil

				WinIGS		PLAN		N/A		Advanced Grounding Concepts																												http://www.ap-concepts.com/win_igs.htm

				Xendee		SIM		MINIMAL		Xendee		USA				Microgrid resilience analysis		Optimized resilient grid design 		Cost		Industrial, research, utility		Saas		Yes		Yes		https://xendee.com/contact-us/		No				18,265 downloads		https://www.xendee.com/

				IPSYS		PLAN		FULL		Technical University of Denmark		Denmark				Simulation tool for performance assessment and controller development of integrated power system distributed renewable energy generated and storage		Electrical network model, load share analysis, system configuration, and model of supervisory controller		Free		Research, utility				No		No		henrik.bindner@risoe.dk								https://orbit.dtu.dk/en/publications/ipsys--a-simulation-tool-for-performance-assessment-and-controller-development-of-integrated-power-system-distributed-renewable-energy-generated-and-storage(3eb863ef-f59f-4c6c-901b-6298e8eec2c6).html
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